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Forces play a key role in a wide range of biological phenomena from single-protein conformational
dynamics to transcription and cell division, to name a few. The majority of existing microbiological
force application methods can be divided into two categories: those that can apply relatively high
forces through the use of a physical connection to a probe and those that apply smaller forces with
a detached probe. Existing magnetic manipulators utilizing high fields and high field gradients have
been able to reduce this gap in maximum applicable force, but the size of such devices has limited
their use in applications where high force and high-numerical-aperture 共NA兲 microscopy must be
combined. We have developed a magnetic manipulation system that is capable of applying forces in
excess of 700 pN on a 1 m paramagnetic particle and 13 nN on a 4.5 m paramagnetic particle,
forces over the full 4 sr, and a bandwidth in excess of 3 kHz while remaining compatible with a
commercially available high-NA microscope objective. Our system design separates the pole tips
from the flux coils so that the magnetic-field geometry at the sample is determined by removable
thin-foil pole plates, allowing easy change from experiment to experiment. In addition, we have
combined the magnetic manipulator with a feedback-enhanced, high-resolution 共2.4 nm兲,
high-bandwidth 共10 kHz兲, long-range 共100 m xyz range兲 laser tracking system. We demonstrate
the usefulness of this system in a study of the role of forces in higher-order chromosome structure
and function. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2166509兴

I. INTRODUCTION

Manipulators working on the cellular and subcellular
levels provide a means for the investigation of the biomechanical properties essential for organisms to function.
Among their numerous biological applications, such instruments have been used to deform cellular membranes,1 probe
intracellular properties,2 and manipulate single biomolecules
such as actin,3,4 titin,5,6 and DNA.7–12 The wide range of
forces necessary for these experiments, as well as the sensitivity requirements of the single-molecule experiments,
greatly increases the difficulty in developing a manipulator
that can adequately investigate the entire spectrum of possible experiments.
Measurement and application of forces at the nanoscale
can be accomplished using multiple techniques. Among
the mechanical probe techniques, glass fibers or
microneedles13–15 have been used to measure the effects of
forces on the movement of chromosomes and the force exerted by myosin on actin.16 More recently, atomic force
microscopy has emerged as a suitable method to obtain
subnanometer spatial resolution17 with piconewton force
sensitivity18 using techniques relying on the deformation of a
0034-6748/2006/77共2兲/023702/9/$23.00

cantilever spring element.19 In addition, Evans20 has developed a method using a deformable vesicle attached to a pipette to measure the forces between membrane-bound molecules and target specimen such as other vesicles or flat
substrates. While providing important insights within their
domains, these methods suffer from the invasiveness of the
attached fiber, cantilever, or pipette, as well as the inherent
limitations in the sensitivity of the measurement 关typically
10 pN for atomic force microscopy 共AFM兲, 1 pN for
micropipette21兴, and the number of directions that force may
be applied.
To address these shortcomings, methods have been developed that use a refractive microbead, often below 1 m in
diameter, as a mechanical probe. The bead can be free to
move throughout the accessible volume within a specimen or
can be functionalized to be attached to specific molecular
groups or proteins. Optical tweezers use the optical power
gradient of a focused laser beam to attract refractive materials toward the waist of the focused beam.22,23 The force generated on microbeads by the optical trap can be varied by
changing the intensity of the laser and can be accurately
calibrated.24 Laser tweezers have been applied to a wide variety of biological problems, from measurements of the
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forces generated during DNA transcription,25 to the properties of neuronal membranes,26 and to the forces generated by
the molecular motors dynein, kinesin, and myosin.27–31 Additionally, laser tweezers have been used to study the mechanical properties of single molecules such as actin, DNA,
and titin, and to investigate the forces required for nucleosome disruption in chromatin.32–37 This method offers increased sensitivity over the mechanical probe methods discussed above, with sensitivity down to approximately
0.1 pN.21 Its limitations are the achievable force 共generally
less than 200 pN兲, specimen heating at higher forces 共approximately 10 ° C / W of laser power at 1064 nm laser
wavelength in water兲38,39 and the nonspecificity of forces
which act on all refracting particles and macromolecules
within the range of the optical trap. While laser heating is
minimized with a trap using an 850 nm laser wavelength,40
such lasers are not widely available at significant powers.
Using a magnetically permeable microbead and
magnetic-field gradients, it is possible to perform manipulations similar to optical tweezers without the generation of
specimen-damaging heat. In addition, since typical biological materials are at most weakly magnetically active, this
method is more specific than optical tweezers. The sensitivity of this force-application method is limited by the detection system, the viscosity of the specimen, and the remnant
magnetization of the magnetic materials. Typically magnetic
systems can measure forces down to ⬇0.01 pN.21
Beginning with Crick and Hughes41 in vitro studies of
the viscoelastic properties of cytoplasm in 1949, magnetic
forces have been used to investigate a wide range of biophysical properties. Many of the systems that have been reported have applied forces in a single direction, often with
one pole tip.42–45 Among these single-tip systems, Bausch
et al. developed a device capable of applying up to 10 nN of
force on a 4.5 m paramagnetic bead.45 Valberg and Albertini introduced a magnetic system designed for applying
torques.46 Strick et al. applied a multipole geometry to apply
forces upward while applying a torque to a ferromagnetic
bead.47 Amblard et al.48 introduced an eight-pole instrument
whose construction was designed to apply torques as well as
forces within the specimen plane. Haber and Wirtz12 and
Huang et al.1 have both constructed systems designed to deliver a uniform gradient and allow for the use of a highnumerical-aperture 共NA兲 objective. Huang implemented a
full octapole design that utilized a backiron to complete the
magnetic-flux circuit, resulting in increased field efficiency.
Gosse and Croquette presented a six-pole design where the
poles were located above the specimen with no magnetic
forces available in the downward direction.10 This system
also included optical tracking of the bead through the processing of images acquired by a camera. Our previous magnetic force prototype49 consisted of a tetrapole design capable of applying forces in many directions, except those
opposite the pole tips, as well as forces in the nanonewton
range. This system used a stage-feedback-laser tracking system to provide bead position information over a 100⫻ 100
⫻ 20 m volume. The system we present here is a complete
redesign and represents several advances over earlier designs, including that of our own. First, we have separated the

pole tips from the flux-generating current coils, allowing
easy reconfiguration of the field geometry at the sample. The
pole tips are fabricated from thin foils, flattening the system
geometry and allowing the use of high-NA objectives. Second, the bandwidth of the magnetics has been extended into
the kilohertz range through the use of appropriate magnetic
materials. Material considerations of prior designs were limited by the use of iron to bandwidths below 40 Hz due to
eddy-current generation. Third, we demonstrate a system that
can apply forces over the full 4 sr. With the bead near the
pole tips, we have measured forces of over 700 pN on a
1-m-diameter bead and over 13 nN on a 4.5-m-diameter
bead.
II. DESIGN OF THE INSTRUMENT
A. Force subsystem
1. Design considerations

Force on a magnetic bead is caused by the interaction
between its magnetic dipole moment m and the gradient ⵜB
of an incident magnetic field. For a soft, magnetically permeable bead, m is entirely induced by the incident field.
Subject to saturation properties of the magnetic material in
the bead,
m=

冉 冊

d3 r − 1
B,
20 r + 2

where 0 is the permeability of free space in Système International 共SI兲 units, r is the relative permeability of the bead,
and d is the diameter of the bead. The magnetic force is
F=

冉 冊

d3 r − 1
ⵜ 共B2兲.
40 r + 2

The field is produced by multiple electromagnet pole tips
arranged in space to provide the necessary directional capability. To optimize the magnitude of force, small tips are used
to increase the gradient. Except very near a tip, its behavior
can be modeled as a monopole, the field of which decreases
quadratically with distance. Accordingly, the force depends
on the inverse fifth power of distance from bead to tip. The
force also depends quadratically on the B field, which in turn
depends directly on electromagnet current and inversely on
the size of air gaps between tips. These considerations motivate a small active region for magnetic forces and significant
electromagnet coil currents.
2. Description of the magnetic system

The standard design for generating magnetic fields in a
specimen is to couple the flux from a current-carrying coil to
the sample region through a permeable core that narrows at
the specimen. The coil is typically wound around the core,
with the end closest to the specimen tapered to concentrate
the flux so that a large field and a large field gradient are
created. The analogy between electric circuits and magnetic
circuits provides an immediate insight into magnetic system
design. In a series electrical circuit it is obvious that, for a
fixed voltage, the highest electric current will be produced
when the circuit resistance is minimized. Using the
magnetic-electrical circuit analogy, for a fixed magnetomo-
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FIG. 1. Vertically symmetric magnetic
driver assembly consisting of drivering cores and coils, closely coupled to
thin-foil poles in the pole-plate and
specimen-chamber sandwich. The
high-NA lower objective lens places
tight geometric constraints on both
sandwich and driver. A long-workingdistance upper objective leaves space
for other 共e.g., microfluidic兲 subsystems.

tive force as generated by the current in the coils, the highest
magnetic field will be produced when the circuit reluctance
is minimized. This implies that the system should minimize
air gaps and attempt to provide a high-permeability path for
the flux through a return loop. We have included such a path
in our system.
The circuit analogy provides a second insight. The magnetics system necessarily includes an air gap between pole
tips at the specimen region. The reluctance of this gap is in
series with other magnetic circuit reluctances, such as other
gaps where the magnetic permeability is low. If the reluctance of these other gaps is significantly below that of the
specimen air gap, then the total circuit reluctance, and hence
magnetic performance, will not suffer. We have taken advantage of this freedom in design by separating the pole tips
from the current-carrying coils and the flux return path. This
provides flexibility in the implementation of a wide range of
field geometries with facile exchange of pole tips. We provide for the ability to place magnetic pole tips above and
below the specimen plane.
The fixed drivers consist of a pair of symmetrically opposed magnetic drive rings respectively above and below a
specimen chamber. The use of a drive ring assures a completed magnetic-flux circuit, which is essential for efficient
field use.1 Each drive ring is a castellated annular magnetic
core with a coil wound around each of its six castellations as
shown in Fig. 4共c兲, thereby forming six drive poles. For the
flux return path through the drive ring, we chose corrosionresistant Metglas alloy 2417A 共Honeywell, International Inc.,
Morriston, NJ兲 tape wound toroidal cores with a relative permeability of over 30 000 up to 30 kHz for field strengths
above 0.01 T, a saturation induction of 0.57 T, and near-zero
magnetostriction. After machining the six castellations in this
material, coils were wound with 6 ⫻ 40 mil flat magnet wire,
providing a high conductor fill ratio in the available space. In
operation, the upper and lower drive-ring poles are precisely
aligned with each other and with the pole plates. Corresponding upper and lower drive coils are connected in series
to receive the same electrical current, such that their magnetic polarities are the same. This provides six magnetomotive excitations to drive magnetic flux into the pole plates.
The pole plates deliver magnetic flux from the drive

rings to the specimen chamber. As shown in Fig. 1, they are
necessarily thin to fit into the tightly constrained space limited by the close working distance of a high-NA microscope
lens. A specimen can be placed directly on a pole plate, or in
a separate coverslip sandwich that sits below one pole plate
or in between two pole plates. The total thickness of the
specimen+ pole plate space can range from 150 to 500 m.
The upper drive ring is on a hinged mechanism, allowing it
to be lowered onto the specimen chamber such that all the
magnetic components are properly aligned. This provides for
easily changing between experiment-specific specimen
chambers without the need to change magnetic drivers.
Specimen chambers may be selected from a standard library
of configurations, or custom pole shapes and chambers can
be fabricated for special purposes. Two example configurations we have studied are briefly described here and the results are presented in detail later.
A hexapole design, with a face-centered-cubic 共fcc兲 pole
tip placement around the specimen chamber, provides for
nearly uniform three-dimensional 共3D兲 force directionality
over the full 4 sr of solid angle. Figure 2 shows how we
implemented the fcc pole placement in two parallel planes,
each containing three pole tips. In this configuration, a bead
placed in the geometric center of the specimen chamber can
be pulled over the full 4 sr with modest force.
For cases where a force in only one direction is needed,
a simple geometry is a single pole plate having one sharply
pointed tip opposite a flat-nosed tip, with the bead located
quite close to the sharp tip 共Fig. 3兲. This configuration
achieves high gradient near the sharply pointed tip, and high

FIG. 2. Implementation of a symmetric face-centered-cubic pole tip placement with thin-foil poles in two closely spaced parallel planes. 共a兲 Optical
axis 共dashed line兲 is perpendicular to two planes, each containing three fcc
points. 共b兲 Two plates form parallel equilateral triangles with a cylindrical
working volume between them. 共c兲 Magnetic flux is conducted by thin-foil
poles in two parallel planes to tips having centers at the fcc locations.
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FIG. 3. 共Color兲 Simulation of field produced by one driven pole of the
hexapole design. The field shape near the center of the specimen chamber is
nearly spherical, justifying the validity of monopole models of the pole tips
for calculating the force in that region.

field strength at modest coil currents by a narrow gap between pole tips, augmented by the close proximity of the
bead to the sharp tip.
Usability considerations require a mechanical stage to
establish magnetic component alignment after a change of
specimen chamber and to allow manual x-y adjustment of
the specimen slide relative to the pole plates during experiment set up. We implemented this with a semikinematic design shown in Fig. 4共a兲. It uses a hinged upper plate to allow
the upper drive ring to be lifted clear of the specimen chamber to provide access to the specimen or for changing it out
entirely. In the closed position, the upper pole plate is constrained in z by adjustment screws 共not shown兲. The pole
plate共s兲 are kinematically positioned in x and y by three
dowel pins anchored in the lower platform. The lower pole
plate is constrained in z by the castellations of the lower
drive ring. A specimen slide holder allows manual xy adjustment of the slide which is held at its corners by four rectangular locators, two of which are visible in Fig. 4共a兲.

FIG. 4. 共a兲 Stage in open position showing double hinges, kinematic dowel
pins, magnetic drivers, and xy-adjustable specimen slide holder. 共b兲 Stage in
closed position showing specimen chamber x and y adjustment knobs 共no
specimen chamber present兲. 共c兲 A magnetic driver assembly comprising a
drive ring and six coils. The drive ring is a laminated Metglas alloy 2714A
共Honeywell, International Inc., Morriston, NJ兲 with high permeability, low
magnetostriction and remanance, and excellent high-frequency performance.
The coils are each 25 turns of 6 ⫻ 40 mil flat magnet wire for high fill factor.
The design current is 2.5 A per coil.

lateral resolution. Additionally, the use of commercially
available materials ensures that the properties of the materials are well characterized. Figure 5共a兲 is a 175-m-thick
laser-machined three-pole pole plate. This is one-half of the
hexapole geometry used in experiments, where the directionality of applied force is critical. Figure 5共b兲 is an example of
the tip-flat geometry used to create high gradients for experiments where it is sufficient to pull in only one direction.

3. Drive electronics

B. Tracking subsystem

The drive amplifier is a six-channel transconductance
amplifier, such that its output current is proportional to its
input voltage. Its transconductance gain is 0.5 A / V. It was
designed to drive a maximum of ±2.5 A per channel into a
5 H inductive load typical of the three-dimensional force
microscope 共3DFM兲 drive coil operation. The small signal
bandwidth driving a nominal load is 30 kHz. While it is
stable for loads up to 50 H, its full-power bandwidth of
⬇10 kHz cannot be maintained for loads above 5 H. The
measured large-signal response to a triangle-wave input signal retains good linearity through 1 kHz with a 5 H load.
See Vicci50 for a detailed description of the drive amplifier.

1. Design considerations

4. Pole materials and methods

Flux generated by the electromagnets is channeled towards the specimen region using pole plates that have been
fabricated using two different methods. In the first method,
pulsed electrodeposition51–53 was used to deposit a magnetic
material on the surface of a coverslip in a pattern described
by a photolithography process. This method has the benefit
of being able to develop complex pole geometries at the
expense of processing complexity. The second method, laser
machining of thin Permalloy foils 共Laserod Inc., Gardena,
CA兲, has been used to fabricate poles from commercially
available magnetic foils. This process is capable of cutting
materials with thicknesses up to ⬇400 m and offers 10 m

To determine the 3D location of the probe, we used a
forward light-scattering technique54 with little modification.
This technique allows for full 3D particle tracking at rates
limited only by the photodetector bandwidth, a rate that far
exceeds the capabilities of video tracking. Unassisted, this
technique has a working volume that is only on the order of
the wavelength of the light used. To meet our long-range
tracking requirements, we have implemented a feedback
loop that dynamically repositions the particle to be inside
this trackable volume. This capability is provided by adding
a close-loop, active positioning stage driven by a control
computer using active feedback to keep the particle within
the optical tracker working volume.

FIG. 5. 共a兲 Three-pole design using laser-machined pole pieces cut from
0.007-in.-thick low-permeability foil 共Mushield兲. 共b兲 Tip-flat geometry used
in maximum force experiments.
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2. Implementation

The available analytical models describing the mapping
of quadrant photodiode 共QPD兲 signals into XYZ positions
relative to the beam waist54,55 put stringent constraints on the
shape, size, and composition of the tracked bead. For biological experiments that involve the application of force,
beads of larger size are preferable to achieve a higher magnetic pull. Thus, we require more flexibility in probe characteristics than offered by an analytical model. As a result, we
have developed a novel technique where, instead of relying
on a priori model of the light scatter, we estimate the mapping function before 共and potentially during兲 each experiment.
We use a standard system identification technique to determine the relationship between the QPD signals and bead
position in three-dimensions. Before each experiment, small
noise signals are injected into the three-axis piezodriven
stage 共model Nano-LP 100; Mad City Labs Inc., Madison,
WI兲, causing the bead position to change in a calibrated manner. These small perturbations in the bead position result in
small changes in the QPD signals. Correlations of the injected noise with corresponding photodiode signals are then
analyzed to estimate the mapping function. The tracking
software uses this newly estimated mapping function to improve its performance. A publication providing detailed information about the algorithm is in preparation.
C. System integration

The force and interferometric tracking subsystems have
been added to an inverted optical microscope 共model
TE2000-E; Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY兲 that sits atop a
4 ⫻ 5 ft2 vibration isolation table 共model 78-249; Technical
Manufacturing Corp., Peabody, MA兲.
The optics responsible for conditioning and steering the
tracking laser 共model IFLEX1000-P-2-830-0.65-35-N; Point
Source, Southampton, England兲 sit behind the body of the
microscope and are coupled into the light path using a custom dichroicmi that sits just beneath the objective. The optics
associated with the interferometric tracking subsystem are
presented in Fig. 6. For the feedback-enhanced tracking, the
closed-loop, three-axis piezostage has been placed on top of
the Nikon x-y translation stage. Feedback signals are obtained from a QPD 共model QD-.05-0-SD; Centrovision,
Newbury Park, CA兲, modified to have a 40 kHz cutoff frequency and a gain of 4.7⫻ 105. The Nikon condenser assembly has been replaced by a custom unit that provides ridged
arms for the mounting of the charge-coupled device 共CCD兲
camera, QPD, and associated optics. XYZ translation of the
custom condenser assembly is accomplished with commercial stages 共XY axes: model ST1XY-S, Thorlabs, Newton,
NJ; Z axis: model 443 series; Newport, Irvine, CA兲.
1. Computer control and data acquisition

The 3DFM system is controlled by five personal computers 共PCs兲: one for the tracking subsystem; one for the
magnet subsystem; one for high-resolution, high-speed video
capture; one for low-resolution, low-speed video capture;
and one for the user interface to the entire system. We
elected to use several computers for aggregate processing

FIG. 6. System optics. 825 nm, 36 mW fiber-coupled diode tracking laser is
focused through a 10 m spatial filter by lens L1. Lens L2 collimates the
laser at the far side of the spatial filter before it passes through a neutral
density filter 共NDF 1兲 that decreases the optical power to 1.4 mW. The laser
passes through the filter and onto mirror M1, which is responsible for axial
translations of the laser beam through the rest of the lower optics system.
Mirrors M2 and M3 steer the beam to BS1, which adjusts the angle of the
beam entering the back of the objective. From BS1 the beam enters the back
of the microscope, where D1 共dichroic兲 directs the beam vertically through
the objective. Lenses L3 and L4 expand the beam twofold to slightly overfill
the back aperture of the objective lens 共model Plan Apo 60⫻ / 1.20 WI;
Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY兲. Laser light passing through the
specimen 共0.025 mW at specimen plane兲 is collected by a 100⫻, 0.7 NA air
immersion Mitutoyo 共model 378-806-2; Mitutoyo America Corporation, Aurora, IL兲 lens acting as the condenser. Hot mirror 共H1兲 reflects longer wavelengths towards the QPD and allows the shorter wavelengths to pass. Lens
L7 images the back focal plane of the objective onto the QPD 共making the
two conjugate pairs兲. Lens L8 forms a plane conjugate of the BFP of the
condenser and the QPD for the purpose of imaging the diffraction pattern as
seen by the QPD. BPF2 is an 830 nm bandpass filter designed to only let the
tracking laser through to the CCD. This CCD is used for the centering of the
bead’s diffraction pattern on the QPD prior to the initiation of the tracking
algorithm.

power, convenience, and flexibility. For those that desire an
inexpensive alternative, it would be possible to run both the
magnet subsystem and a video-capture device from the same
computer. Both the tracking and high-resolution/high-speed
video-capture computers are based on workstation-class
computers with dual 3 GHz Pentium Xeon processors,
1 Gbyte of main memory and 140 Gbytes of RAID0 disk.
The tracking computer uses an analog output board 共model
PCI-6733; National Instruments, Austin, TX兲 for stage positioning, and a multifunction input-output ports 共I/O兲 board
for stage, QPD, and laser-intensity sensing 共model PCI6052E; National Instruments, Austin, TX兲. The highresolution/high-speed video-capture computer controls a
CoolSNAP HQ camera 共Photometrics, Tucson, AZ兲 via a
supplied peripheral component interconnect 共PCI兲 card. The
camera has a maximum resolution of 1392⫻ 1040 12-bit pixels digitized at 20 MHz. The magnet computer is desktop
class with a 3 GHz Pentium4 processor and 512 Mbytes of
main memory. A National Instruments analog output board
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FIG. 7. Tracking system response to 4 nm displacement. QPD signal for
three bandwidths of the measurement, i.e., 10 kHz, 1 kHz, and 100 Hz, are
shown. dc offsets were added to the 1 and 10 kHz data sets in the figure for
clarity.

共model PCI-6713兲 is used to drive the magnetics’ electronics.
Low-resolution/low-speed video capture is accomplished using a desktop-class computer with a 3 GHz Pentium4 processor and 512 Mbytes of main memory. The user interface
computer is a workstation-class computer with dual 2.2 GHz
Pentium Xeon processors, 1 Gbyte of main memory, and a
Quadro4 共Nvidia, Santa Clara, CA兲 graphics card. The dual
processors, large memory, and high-end graphics card are
useful for computationally and display-intensive visualization tasks. The 3DFM user interface brings together several
data streams from the microscope: bead trajectory, magnetic
drive force, and two-dimensional 共2D兲 fluorescent microscopy, and enables control over instrument parameters while
displaying results from the instrument’s subsystems.56
III. RESULTS
A. System performance
1. Tracking resolution

The performance of the interferometric tracking subsystem has been tested using 0.957 m polystyrene beads
共Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA兲 immobilized in agarose.
To test the system, a single bead was placed into the beam
waist of the tracking laser. The bead was then moved by
4 nm square pulses in the positive x direction using the
three-axis piezodriven stage. In Fig. 7, the QPD signal of the
4 nm displacement is shown for three different bandwidths
of the measurement, i.e., 10 kHz, 1 kHz, and 100 Hz. From
these experiments we have determined that the lateral resolution of the system is 2.4 nm at 10 kHz. A similar experiment for the axial resolution of the system resulted in a value
of 4.4 nm at 10 kHz.
2. Magnetic forces

We determined the maximum forces generated by the
magnetic system by measuring the velocity of 1 m superparamagnetic beads and 4.5 m superparamagnetic beads
共M-450; Dynal Biotech, Oslo, Norway兲 in a 1600 cP 25 ° C
sucrose solution. The viscosity of this solution was measured
using a commercial viscometer 共model No. 513; Cannon
Fenske, State College, PA兲. Particle velocities were deter-

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 77, 023702 共2006兲

FIG. 8. Maximum forces obtained on 1 and 4.5 m superparamagnetic
beads using a pole-flat geometry. Y axis corresponding to the force on the
4.5 m bead is on the right-hand side of the figure. Insert image shows the
paths of the 1 m paramagnetic beads towards a pole tip during maximum
force calibration experiment.

mined using a video-tracking algorithm applied to brightfield
images acquired using a 120 frames/ s video camera. With
the viscosity 共兲, bead radius 共ab兲, and bead velocity 共兲, we
can use Stokes formula, F = 6ab, to calculate the magnetic force. Maximum force values of 700 pN and 13 nN
were determined for the 1 and 4.5 m beads, respectively,
using a point-flat geometry with a 550 m gap 共see Fig. 5兲
made from a 350-m-thick material with a saturation of approximately 20 000 Gauss and a permeability of 300 共MuShield, Mancheser, New Hampshire兲. This geometry was chosen for its simplicity and high field gradient near the pole tip.
Force versus position data for 1 and 4.5 m beads are displayed in Fig. 8.
3. Magnetic system bandwidth

To determine the force bandwidth of the magnetic system, 1 m superparamagnetic beads were oscillated in between opposite poles in a planar, six-pole geometry. Test
frequencies were varied from 2 Hz to 4 kHz in a discrete
manner. To account for the artifacts introduced by the motion
of the bead relative to the poles, a control sinusoid was superimposed on each test frequency. The motion of the bead
was followed by laser tracking and QPD signals were recorded at a sampling rate of ⬇10 kHz. QPD signals were
then mapped into XYZ position errors, which when added to
the sensed positions of the three-axis piezostage give the
displacement of the bead over time. The response to each test
frequency was determined in four steps. First, we took PSD
of the bead position over the time window over which excitation at that test frequency was applied. Second, we converted the height of the peak at the test frequency to bead
response in terms of amplitude. Third, for the same time
window, we computed the response to the control frequency
in the same manner as that used for the test-frequency response. Finally, we normalized the response to test frequency
by the response to the control frequency. This analysis revealed that the −3 dB roll off in the response function is
greater than 3 kHz.
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sample the angle space between three poles, filling one octant of the surface of the sphere. Forces were applied in each
direction for 3 s, with the bead being returned back to the
origin after each excitation via a force in the opposite direction. The small-scale bead control 共filling of the octant兲
shown in Fig. 9共b兲, combined with the symmetry data of the
first experiment 关Fig. 9共a兲兴, indicates that we would be able
to fill all eight octants on the surface of the sphere, and thus,
pull the bead in all directions.
FIG. 9. Experimentally obtained directional force data. The large black dots
indicate pole locations and light grey dots indicate force directions 共directions in which the bead was pulled兲. Axis of symmetry data 共a兲 where forces
were applied towards each pole, in between two poles, and in between three
poles. 共b兲 shows one octant of pole excitations.

4. Magnetic force directionality

A hexapole design with a fcc pole tip placement around
the specimen chamber can be used to provide nearly uniform
3D force directionality over the full 4 sr of solid angle. In
our previous design using a tetrapole geometry, forces could
not be applied in directions opposite the pole tips. Here we
demonstrated the ability to pull in any direction in three dimensions through simulation and experiments. For the simulations, monopole approximations of the pole tips in the fcc
hexapole design were used to model the field and field gradient generated by a given pole tip excitation. As a first step,
this model was used to successfully verify full 3D force directionality by plotting 10 000 randomly generated pole tip
excitations 共not shown兲. The monopole approximation was
also used in the development of an analytical bead force
model50 that can be used to generate a pole tip excitation that
corresponds to a specified force vector. These calculated excitations were used to determine the relative values of the
coil currents in the experimental verification of simulated
results.
To verify the ability to pull in all directions, we first
demonstrated large-scale magnetic symmetry by pulling a
2.8 m superparamagnetic bead 共M-280; Dynal Biotech,
Oslo, Norway兲 towards each magnetic axis of symmetry
关Fig. 9共a兲兴. This required a total of 26 different excitations:
towards each of the six pole tips individually, between two
adjacent poles, and between each set of three adjacent poles.
For each of the 26 excitations, the pole tip was energized for
3 s, with the excitation order arranged so that the bead returned to the center of the geometry after every two excitations. In this experiment, movement in the expected direction
is seen, but is off from the expected location by 6 ° – 12°
共depending on the axis of rotation兲. The deviation of the
laboratory coordinate system from its theoretical location is
most likely the source of this difference. Additionally, the
measured maximum percent difference for the average force
generated by one-, two-, and three-pole excitations was 31%,
with an estimated average force of ⬇1.5 pN. This average
force could easily be increased to ⬇15 pN for a 2.8 m bead
at the center of the geometry by reducing the distance from
the center of the fcc geometry to each pole tip and increasing
the coil currents.
Small-scale, fine control of bead position is demonstrated in Fig. 10共b兲. Here, force vectors were generated to

IV. 3DFM APPLICATION: CHROMATIN MANIPULATION

In addition to the experiments designed to show the
3DFM’s ability to apply large forces and forces in full 3D,
we have performed experiments that demonstrate the instrument’s ability to obtain information from biological systems
where both force and position sensitivities are key. In these
experiments, chromatin fibers are extended with the goal of
investigating the strength of the DNA-protein interactions
that maintain the higher-order chromatin structure. The system is challenged to maintain nanometer-scale positiontracking sensitivity, while the bead moves over several microns. This is achieved using our stage-tracking routine that
moves the nanometric specimen stage to keep the bead
within the linear range of the laser tracking.
Chromatin, the condensed form of DNA, is made up of
DNA and histone proteins. The association of DNA with
these histones forms the nucleosome, a structure that condenses the DNA by wrapping it 1.65 times around a histone
octomer. The histone octomer is made up of two copies of
each of histone, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4, and is known as the
nucleosome core particle 共NCP兲.57 Further compaction of the
DNA is accomplished through interactions between core histone N-terminal domains and linker histones. This structure,
and conformational changes that may take place throughout
the cell cycle, is important to gene regulation and understanding the mechanisms behind transcription, replication,
and repair.
A. Methods: Chromatin isolation and functionalization

Linearized lambda DNA 共New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA; 48.5 kb兲 was labeled with digoxigenin-dUTP
共Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim Germany兲 using
the Klenow reaction 共New England Biolabs兲. The DNA was
then cut with XbaI and triple labeled with biotinylated dUTP
共Roche Molecular Biochemicals兲 and biotinylated dATP and
dCTP 共Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA兲 using the Klenow
reaction. Chromatin was formed from the DNA by incorporation of yeast nucleosomes using high-salt extraction of S.
cerevisiae nuclear extracts, followed by a gradually decreased salt concentration to assemble nucleosomes onto the
DNA. The chromatin was attached to the substrate using a
digoxygenin/antidigoxygenin coupling on one side, with the
second end attached to the magnetic bead using a stretavidin/
biotin linkage, as desribed in the literature.32
B. Results

Chromatin fibers were manipulated and extension
共change in bead position兲 was monitored using the 3DFM
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FIG. 10. Chromatin extension: 共a兲 Extension profile for three consecutive
manipulations of the same chromatin
fiber. For extensions where the maximum applied force was approximately
15 pN, no nucleosome disruption
events were observed. In the subsequent traces 共24 and 30 pN兲 the increased maximum force caused a total
of four nucleosome disruption events
关共c兲, 1–4兴, with possible multiple disruptions taking place in event 2. 共b兲
Force profile corresponding to each
extension in 共a兲.

and a “ramp and hold” manipulation method 关Fig. 10共b兲兴.
Fiber extension was monitored, with specific attention paid
to sudden increases in overall extension 共an indication of a
possible nucleosome disruption event34,35,58–60兲. Three consecutive extensions of the same fiber are shown in Fig. 10共a兲.
For the initial application of force, where the maximum applied force was ⬇15 pN, the tension on the nucleosome
共histone-DNA complex兲 was not large enough to cause a
disruption event. The overall extension of the chromatin fiber
was significantly less 共⬍50% 兲 than what would be expected
for b-form DNA alone, indicating that the nucleosome organization of the fiber remained intact. In the second extension
of the fiber, with a maximum force of ⬇24 pN, one nucleosome disruption event was observed during the “hold” interval 关Fig. 10共c兲兴. The amplitude of the observed disruption
events has been determined by taking the difference of the
average of 1000 data points immediately before and 1000
data points immediately after the event. Using this method,
the amplitude of this disruption event was determined to be
51 nm. For the third extension of the fiber 共maximum force
⬇30 pN兲, three nucleosome disruption events were observed, with amplitudes of 144, 68, and 68 nm for the first,
second, and third events 关Figs. 10共c2兲–10共c4兲兴. Overall, the
amplitude of the nucleosome disruption events shown in Fig.
10 are in reasonable agreement with published results for
“full”37 nucleosome disruptions, with the second disruption

event most likely being the result of the removal of two
nucleosomes.
It is important to note that the amplitude of the disruption events as observed by the 3DFM may be slightly larger
than those viewed using traditional laser tweezers due to the
inherent differences in these force-application methods. Traditional laser tweezers operate in a “position clamp” mode,
where restorative forces act to maintain an object’s position
at the center of the laser trap. When the DNA that is wrapped
around a nucleosome is released, it causes the force necessary to return the bead’s position to the center of the laser
trap to decrease, thus reducing the overall tension on the
chromatin fiber. Manipulation techniques based on magnetics, such as the 3DFM, inherently operate in a “force clamp”
mode, where force remains relatively constant as position
changes. For these chromatin experiments, the constant force
delivered by the 3DFM will extend the DNA released during
a nucleosome disruption event slightly more than the reduced force of the laser trap. In addition, the constant force
will allow for investigations into the cooperativity exhibited
by nucleosome-nucleosome interactions, a property that
would be indicated by increases in the number of multiple
nucleosome disruption events.
This successful manipulation of chromatin, and our observation of multiple nucleosome disruption events at higher
forces, demonstrates the utility of this system in biological
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investigations where both the range of applicable forces and
the sensitivity of the position-detection system are key. Future improvements into the design of the instrument will focus on allowing the environmental conditions of the biological specimen, specifically the temperature and the properties
of the media 共i.e., salt concentration, protein concentration兲,
to be altered through the course of an experiment while continuing to collect data. It will be most interesting to study
protein reaction kinetics under an applied load. Since magnetics systems apply essentially no force to most unlabeled
proteins, our system is ideally suited to force studies in the
presence of protein solutions. Additionally, the bandwidth of
the magnetic system will allow us to investigate the dynamic
properties of viscoelastic materials, cells, and proteins.
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